
4-H Table Setting Evaluation

Entry # ____________ Title: ___________________________________________

Age: ____ Junior (9-10)◻ Intermediate (11-13) ◻ Senior (14-18) ◻

Level 1

(1 point)

Level 2

(2 points)

Level 3

(3 points)

Level 4

(4 points)

Points

Creativity/

Originality

Table Setting did not

show any originality

or creativity

Table Setting showed

minimal originality or

creativity

Table Setting did

show some originality

and creativity

Table Setting was very

original and creative

Coordination of

Title/Theme with

Menu/Decor

Menu and decor did

not coordinate with

theme or title

chosen

Menu and/or decor

attempted to

coordinate with

theme or title, but did

not do so effectively

Menu and decor was

effectively

coordinated with

theme or title chosen

Menu and decor were

very effectively

coordinated with the

theme or title chosen,

adding depth to the

period, place or setting

Workmanship Layout is messy

and shows poor

workmanship

Workmanship is

marginal

Workmanship is

clean and neat, but

size constraints and

limits may be

exceeded

Workmanship is clean

and neat, size

constraints are

adhered to

Correctness Tableware

placement is

consistently

incorrect.

Placement of

tableware is mostly

correct, but some

items are in the

wrong place.  It may

or may not match the

menu

Placement of

tableware was

correct but may not

match the menu (e.g.

salad fork provided

but no salad in the

menu)

Placement of tableware

was correct and

matched what was

needed for the menu

provided

Functionality Decorations would

make it impossible

to use the table

setting

Decorations interfere

significantly with the

use of the table

setting

Decorations interfere

slightly with use of

the table setting, but

it is still easily

useable

Decorations do not

interfere with Intended

use

Overall

Appearance

(Impact,

Neatness)

Table Setting was

unappealing. It

appeared

messy/disorderly

and the color and

design had minimal

or no impact

Table Setting was

marginally appealing.

It was somewhat

neat and orderly.

Color and design had

a marginal impact on

viewer

Table Setting was

adequately

appealing. It was

neat and orderly.

Colors and design

had an impact on the

viewer

Table Setting  was

remarkable in its

appeal and

appearance: very neat

and ordered. Color and

design had a significant

impact on the viewer

Total Points: _________

Evaluator’s Name: _____________________________________ Club ________________________

Evaluator’s Signature: ___________________________________

Comments:

__________________________________________________________________________________________________


